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Editorial
The theme of this newsletter is friendship and for those of us on a spiritual path it is an
especially poignant connection as we share a common ideal and purpose. It has also been
very important during lockdown and through the ordeals of this year, and thanks to the
marvels of the internet we have been able to maintain our relationships with others around
the world.
In the words of Francis Bacon (1561-1626) friendship:
“...works two contrary effects; for it redoubleth joys, and cutteth griefs in halves.”
Hazrat Inayat Khan says:
“When there is real friendship between two people it gives them the experience of divine perfection, as in the
Persian saying, 'When two hearts become one they can remove mountains.' To feel that there is someone to
whom we can place our confidence, that there is someone who understands us, whom we can trust, upon
whom we can lean and rely, to whom we can open our heart, to know that someone will sorrow in our pain
more than he will sorrow in his own troubles, to know that there is someone in the world who shares all
that is good and beautiful with us, imagine what a feeling it is! If we put this friend on one side of the scale
and the other side the whole world, the side where the friend is will weigh more than the other.”
We have two homilies included in this issue. The first given by Bhakti in our first Universal
Worship service using Zoom as the platform in Australia, and the second one given by
Nuria as part of an online interfaith gathering. Sacred readings from the great religious
traditions on the theme of friendship are also included. Bhakti has also written a very
touching account of her involvement with the Universal Worship service over many years,
and Nuria has shared a contribution from her cousin in the U.S.A.
Karim has very kindly contributed a thought-provoking essay on emptiness and form.
It deserves to be read several times in order to fully digest it, and to ruminate upon it.
A theme that could perhaps be revisited in forthcoming issues of Spirit Matters.
Please join us on Thursday 17 December for an International Universal Worship on the
topic of “Returning Home”. The service will be held on Zoom at 10pm Australian Eastern
Daylight Time. Please use the link below to register:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_LyRgaP7RS0Oy9qS0B8vyAg
Wishing you all a very happy and peaceful end to 2020, in love and friendship,
Yaqin
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Beloved sisters and brothers
Summer 2020
This coming summer seems to be full of light and optimism for me. Here in Victoria,
we are out of severe lockdown, and things are opening up. This opening reflects in how
I feel – it is like an opening of the heart. Last night’s serai was also on this subject and
had a profound effect on me. These serais with Nawab are a wonderful way of getting
the teachings but also of doing the inner work. Even though we may not realise that
something is working in us, my dreams let me know that things are happening! This is
very encouraging, especially now. The teachings in Nawab’s blog are also a great way to
continue the work.
Some time ago we worked with the idea of the Teacher or Spirit of Guidance as Friend, so
when Zubin decided to try a Zoom Universal Worship, this became the topic. Bhakti
gave the homily – it was excellent, and we have included the transcript here for you to
enjoy. At the same time, my friend Helen of Melbourne Interfaith decided to hold
interfaith gatherings on Zoom, for those who could not get to their own faith
gatherings in person. The churches were closed. Helen asked me to give the sermon for
one of these services, so I have also included the transcript of this talk here.
I have a cousin in the USA, whom I discovered some years ago when I was researching
my father’s ancestry. She is very artistic and spiritual, and we have a very beautiful deep
connection. I had told her about making the recording for Helen’s interfaith gathering,
so she asked me to send it to her. We have seen photos of each other, but she has never
heard my voice. Her response to this is so moving that I have included it here. We are
indeed all connected and all One.
Our financial year is over (30th September), and we have finalised our virtual AGM. This
is a great result as it usually takes longer to gather the reports from the centres. I really
think that this reflects an energy and movement that we have not had before.
Please note that for those who have not yet paid their SMIA fees, they are now due.
The annual fees have not changed since their inception, so please contribute and
support us, if you have not already done so. But a huge thank you to those who have
already responded so quickly and paid their membership.
Our Zoom meetings have been crucial in that we have Nawab’s worldwide serais
fortnightly on a Saturday night, a special Zoom teaching for Aussies given by Nawab on
a monthly basis on Thursday evenings, Shakti’s Healing sessions on Wednesday
evenings, Zubin’s Universal Worship services, and on the week when there are no Zoom
sessions with Nawab, I have a Zoom Inner School session, which started out being for
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the Melbourne group only and now includes some others. This Zoom meeting is usually
once a month.
Perhaps now that restrictions have eased, we can meet again in person, but I would very
much like to keep up the Zoom meetings as well because some sisters and brothers live
elsewhere and cannot get to the meetings.
I was hoping against hope that we would be able to have our retreat with Nawab in
March 2021 as scheduled, but realise after talking with Nawab that this will not be
possible because of COVID-19. We have now rescheduled the retreat to March 2022.
However, the new invoice from Amberley shows a large increase in costs. We are
working on ways to reduce these, but getting a good turnout would reduce the cost. We
usually calculate the price of the retreat based on 20 participants, hoping that we will get
25 or more. We used to get 30 participants in the old days! We are also considering
supplementing the costs as a means of getting more people to attend.
So we see the end of a challenging and yet positive year. May the next one see a vaccine
for COVID and a further openness and confidence.
Wishing you all a very happy and healthy festive season – may it be filled with Love,
Light and Happiness.
Nuria
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Spreading the Sufi Message through Friendship
Homily given by Bhakti, Universal Worship, 20th September 2020
Beloved friends of the Friend, in this Universal Worship Service celebrating the message
of Love, Harmony and Beauty we are focusing on the ideal of Friendship, specifically
Spreading the Message through Friendship.
Friendship at times seems quite a prosaic thing – everyday. We have Facebook friends,
some of whom we may never have met. We have friends, who are just acquaintances,
some indeed whom we may consciously avoid, and we also have friends whom we
regard as ‘true’ or lifelong. There are many definitions. Yet Hazrat Inayat Khan has said
of friendship that “it could take one's whole life only to realize its meaning.” And that it
is “the first and the last thing we have to learn.”

He says that true friendship has three qualities. The first of these is ‘understanding
without words’. We have all experienced that special moment when we have been truly
seen and understood without needing to say a thing.
The second quality is surprisingly a ‘disinterested attitude’, not the disinterest of not
caring, but disinterest towards the seeking of anything from the friendship. True
friendship is not transactional, a business arrangement where we weigh up what we give
against what we receive.
The third quality is ‘overlooking’, where we overlook the friend’s faults. We all have
flaws, and we all make mistakes. A true friend hides our flaws even from themselves.
When we consider all these qualities of true friendship, no wonder Murshid says that
real friendship is rare.
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Our readings today have explored spreading the Message through friendship. In the
Buddhist reading, we hear of the importance of what is known as an admirable or noble
friend, a kalyana mitta. The Buddha has said that just as the dawn is the forerunner or
precursor of the sunrise, good friendship is the forerunner or precursor of the spiritual
path. Hazrat Inayat Khan’s teacher Murshid Madani spoke of the importance of such
friendship saying, “Friendship in the path of God, friendship in the path of Truth is
greater than any friendship in life. “ Hazrat Inayat Khan has said that ‘the wise seek the
friendship of someone on earth who can guide them to the divine Beloved’. The friend
as guide and companion in the way!
Marriage in the light of such a spiritual friendship, is explored in the Zoroastrian
scriptures, where couples are enjoined to ‘try to surpass each other in truth and
righteousness’, not in a spirit of competition but in one of generosity. We might
consider how marriage may become a true spiritual friendship, which supports the holy
life. No weighing up of who does more in this relationship. The concept of overlooking
may be particularly challenging.

Of course, Sufis often refer to each other as friends of the Friend. In the Bhagavad
Gita we read, ‘I am the goal, the sustainer, the master, the witness, the abode, the refuge
and the most dear friend.” The Jewish Scriptures continue this theme with a beautiful
story where God speaks to Moses face to face, ‘as a very dear friend’. God as the
beloved Friend is captured in the Divine Names, amongst them Ya Wali and Ya Waliyy.
Ya Wali has a sense of protection or safety implying a turning away from anger and
alienation, to be safe in the arms of the Friend, whereas Ya Waliyy has the sense of an
intimate, who is indeed closer to us than our jugular vein. Indeed the Divine Friend is
always ever present in the calm depths of one’s heart.
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In the parable of the prodigal son, the father runs to greet the alienated prodigal son,
as he hesitantly approaches Him. Indeed in the Qur’an it is said that if we take one step
towards God, God will take ten steps towards us, and if we walk towards God, that
God will run towards us. This Beloved Friend, closer to us than our jugular vein, who
understands us deeply, who wants nothing from us, and who overlooks our faults –
even runs to greet us as we approach hesitantly.
As friends of this Beloved Friend, who invites us to share the secret of secrets, how
could we act to reveal this Hidden Treasure, which seeks to be known? The reading
from the Christian scriptures teach us that when others see and feel our ability “to act
at the right time and place’ or in the more conventional wording to ‘let our light shine’
they will be ‘reconnected to that nurturing Force that recreates the cosmos each
moment’. When we let the light of God shine through us, we connect others to God.
In the Qur’an, it admonishes us, to witness the Truth in our lives, to witness our own
creation and growth. Being a witness is a deep remembering of that Divine Presence.
In the words of Rumi – ‘Let the beauty we love be what we do’.

When we first met our beloved Hidayat and Aziza, we took a bunch of yellow roses to
give to Hidayat. He immediately presented them to Aziza who lovingly took them into
Zubin’s kitchen to find a vase. Aziza then proceeded to use her fingers to remove the
thorns from the roses. When we expressed surprise, she talked about the need to
remove thorns from beautiful things. The Art of Personality in a simple action!
Both Hidayat and Aziza spent a lot of time removing thorns from beautiful things,
applying healing balm to hurt feelings. Hidayat always referred to himself as ‘your
brother, Hidayat’. He deeply understood the importance of Brotherhood and
Sisterhood, of friendship in the path of Love, Harmony and Beauty.
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We have a beautiful postcard, which Aziza sent to our children. On the front was a
picture of the sculpture, on the beach at Katwijk, of two old people, a man and a
woman holding each other in a protective embrace. Aziza had labelled them Hidayat
and Aziza on the front of the postcard. What loving friendship, spiritual marriage and
true brotherhood and sisterhood were offered in this labelling!
Abu Yazid al Bistami asks, “What is the most wondrous sign of a mystic?
That he eats with you drinks with you, jests with you, buys from you, and sells to you,
while his heart is in the Holy Kingdom. This is the most wondrous sign.”

Beloved friends of the Friend, we have explored the importance of friendship, both
with each other and with the Divine Friend. In the final reading from the Gayan, there
is the expression of this ultimate union with the Beloved Friend.
My body is but a cover over Thy soul;
My life is Thy very breath, my Beloved, and
My self is Thine own being.
This Universal Worship service coincides with Rosh Hashannah, Jewish New Year,
Yom Teruah, the time of blasting of the ram’s horn trumpet. The roots of the Hebrew
word for blasting encompass the two concepts of brokenness and friendship. People
ask forgiveness, as their hearts are broken open to reveal the sweetness of friendship.
Bread or apple dipped in honey is offered as a blessing for a beautiful beginning.
We will finish with a beautiful poem, which is very appropriately titled On Saying Farewell
to Friends, by Yazid al Muhallabi
Whether friends are with you or away from you continue loving them
If you part from us, may God lead you to beautiful places.
When you come to us, you are always welcome.
When you go, do not fear that we will ever forget you.
When you come, do not feel, that we will ever have enough of you.
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Readings on the topic ‘Spreading the Sufi Message through Friendship’:
We read from the Hindu scripture:
The Lord Krishna says ‘I am the goal, the sustainer, the master, the witness, the abode,
the refuge and the most dear friend. I am the creation and the annihilation, the basis of
everything, the resting place and the eternal seed.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Wisdom.

We read from the Buddhist scripture:
Venerable Ananda asked “Is it true that having admirable people as friends,
companions, and colleagues is half of the well-integrated life?”
The Buddha replied “Don’t ever say that. Ananda! Having admirable people as friends,
companions, and colleagues is the whole of the well-integrated life. Such a practitioner of
my Dhamma can now be expected to avoid distraction (arising from unskilful
associations) and pursue and fully develop the Noble Eightfold Path;
“It is through dependence on me as an admirable friend that seekers have gained release
from sorrow, regret, pain, distress, and despair.
“Having gained release, one can know how having admirable people as friends,
companions, and colleagues is actually the whole of a well-integrated life.”
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Compassion.

We read from the Zoroastrian scripture:
In a public wedding ceremony Zarathustra addresses the couples.
Always live according to the principles of good mind and love, try to surpass each other
in truth and righteousness, strive to avoid the lures of this material life and stop the
progress of hypocrisy and deceit. The reward of this fellowship shall be yours as long
as you remain, with love and fidelity in matrimony.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Purity.

We read from the Jewish scripture:
The Lord would speak to Moses face to face, as a man speaks with his friend.
Then Moses would return to the camp, but his young aide Joshua son of Nun did not
leave the tent.
Moses said to the Lord, "You have been telling me, `Lead these people,' but you have
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not let me know whom you will send with me. If you are pleased with me, teach me
your ways so I may know you and continue to find favour with you. Remember that
this nation is your people."
The Lord replied, "My Presence will go with you, and I will give you rest." ……..
"I will do the very thing you have asked, because I am pleased with you and I know you
by name."
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Law.

We read from the Christian scripture:
When they see and feel your ability to act at the right time and place, they will be
reconnected in praise to the song and harmony of the nurturing Force that recreates
the cosmos each moment, unfolding a universe of sound, vibration and light.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Self Sacrifice.

We read from the Quran:
Learn to witness the Truth in your lives.
Your own creation and growth.
The Fire that stands as an emblem of Life and Light,
- all point to your Lord Supreme.
Glory and Praise to God the beneficent,
Supreme in Justice, Mercy and Truth!
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Unity.

We read from the Gayan:
Thy light hath illuminated the dark chambers of my mind;
Thy love is rooted in the depths of my heart;
Thine own eyes are the light of my soul;
Thy power works behind my action;
Thy peace alone my life’s repose;
Thy will is behind my every impulse;
Thy voice is audible in the words I speak;
Thine own image is my countenance.
My body is but a cover over Thy soul;
My life is Thy very breath, my Beloved, and
My self is Thine own being.
We offer to the omniscient God, our reverence, our homage and our gratitude, for the Light of Divine Truth.
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The Shared Table of the Universal Worship Service
by Bhakti
When I first attended a Universal Worship service, I remember thinking, that it was
beautiful, with a lovely atmosphere, but that it was not for me!
Shortly afterwards we met Murshid Hidayat and were initiated. Murshid Hidayat
offered us the gift of becoming cherags in the Universal Worship service, telling us that it
would bring us ‘great joy’. Of course we accepted.
I was given the role of lighting the candles and saying the first prayer. Although I had
been raised as a good Catholic girl, I had long since left the Church and the world of
formal prayer. I had been deeply influenced by both Buddhism and Krishnamurti, so
did not ‘pray’ in any conventional sense.. I found Saum to be the most challenging of all
the three prayers, but Hidayat had said that it would bring us great joy, and he had also
hinted at the enhancement it would bring to our togetherness as a family. It was our
task, and one which we would fulfill willingly.

At the time we were initiated, Aziza commented, “Now, the work begins.” Within a
very short time it literally began very fully with us both going to teach in a remote
Aboriginal school, 530 kilometers west of Alice Springs. When we arrived in that
remote desert community, having not received the wooden candlesticks we ordered
before we left, we, on Zubin’s suggestion, improvised. Our first UWS held in our home
in the desert, was with the dining table as an altar, and the UW candles stuck onto
plastic plates with Blu Tack. There were no flowers to be found in that remote
environment, and so I made do with a few scraggly bits of greenery. There was not
much beside red sand to greet us. We closed the door to the community and entered
the world of the sacred.
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I remember the excitement when the candles finally made it to Kintore, arriving on the
mail plane. Such joy! As often as we could, we celebrated the Universal Worship service
every Sunday night, a very private family service, with our robes and candlesticks on
our dining table, closing out the world and retreating into our own sanctuary. I can’t tell
you how much joy, sanity and happiness it brought to our frenetic lives. In a fax,
Hidayat told us that in celebrating the Universal Worship service there, we would be
opening a conduit for those ancient energies to manifest. It felt a very sacred duty
indeed. Often tired, we would be refreshed after the service and ready to start another
week.
Our children grew up with the Universal Worship service, and would later read the
scriptures or light the candles. As they grew older and we moved to northern New
South Wales, it became a Sunday morning celebration, where we would break out the
fine china and have morning tea with scones, and almond biscuits on conclusion. We
often sang the blessing together, and the children performed pieces for the musical
interlude.
When we went on holidays to Adelaide we carried a suitcase full of candlesticks and
robes to share the service with Moulabaksh’s group in Adelaide. This was because on
one visit we had to improvise with an ancient menorah and a Meissen candlestick
perched precariously on a cake tin. Not good for the nerves of a clumsy candle lighter.
Except for visits to Adelaide and Summer Schools it was a family event. We, at one time
hired a room in the nearest country town, and opened the Universal Worship service to
the public, putting out flyers and providing tea and cake afterwards. We had two
participants in all the months that we pursued a more public practice! Then we bought
a church!!! After a few attempts at a more public life, it once again became a private
service. I used to conduct the service often in an empty church, with the door ajar,
giving the sermon on whatever readings opened at the time. We were also involved in
interfaith services, and on one occasion shared the Universal Worship service with the
Harmony Group at the University of New England. We had a participant from each
tradition bring a reading on the subject of harmony.
We sometimes used our church for concerts. At one of these concerts we were
privileged to have the internationally acclaimed Sikh musician Dya Singh and his group
give a concert of devotional songs. In talking with him about the church, he told me
the story of his father who was a musician in India. He was practicing at the temple,
lost in communion with the Beloved, when an old man entered. He kept playing when
the old man rose to leave. He rushed to offer hospitality to the old man and asked him
why he was leaving. The old man replied, that the temple was full already, that there was
no room, presumably because there were so many celestial beings, who had come to
listen to the inspired music. I felt heartened that he was speaking to me directly saying
that our prayers were never unheard.
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In Holland, Murshida Rabia Ana Perez Chisti spoke of her first public Universal
Worship service, where she had prepared for her first public service with a beautiful
altar, readings, sermon and refreshments, and advertised with flyers, to find that nobody
came. Disheartened, she considered abandoning the service, when she heard a voice
asking her to “Do it for Me.’ She did, and she re-delivered her first public sermon again
to the assembled congregation of the Murad Hassil.
We have celebrated the Universal Worship service in a number of different settings,
including interfaith gatherings, where different participants brought something from
their tradition to the shared table. Like shared meals, the fare is not always to everyone’s
taste. Some are overly proud of their own cuisine, and will only try a little taste of
another’s. Some are enthusiastic participants, sampling all cuisines. Some will listen and
not take part, others offer suggestions for improvement! I love this concept of the
Universal Worship service as a shared meal where everyone brings a plate. I remember
my own initial response – nice, but not for me. Then our beloved Murshid prepared a
special dish for us, telling us that we would grow to love it, and that it would nourish us,
and bring us great happiness. He asked us to prepare it and eat regularly. Gradually the
cooking has improved, so that the dish does sustain us. It has become a dish that we are
proud to share with others, and hope that they will grow to love it as much as we do.
As bearers of the light, we have the opportunity to provide a shared table for others to
explore the eternal Message of Love, Harmony and Beauty, that flows through all
religious traditions and all beings who ‘whether known or unknown to the world have held aloft
the Light of Truth.’
Towards the One…
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The Teacher as Friend
Homily given by Nuria, Interfaith Gathering 27th September 2020
Dear Friends,
We are going to say the Invocation of Hazrat Inayat Khan, which we always say before
any practice or teaching:
Towards the One,
the perfection of
Love, Harmony and Beauty
the Only Being
United with all the illuminated souls
who form the embodiment of the Master
the Spirit of Guidance
Saying ‘Towards the One’ means that there is a movement towards God, the One.
Sufis say that when we take one step towards God, God will take a hundred towards us!
This talk is about the Teacher or Spirit of Guidance as Friend. What is it that we really
need during these difficult times, when we may feel alone and isolated? I think this is
real friendship, both inner and outer.
Someone went to Jami, the great seer of Persia, and asked him if he would accept him
as a disciple on the spiritual path.
Jami asked him, ‘Have you loved, have you learned the manner of friendship?
He said ‘No, not yet’. Jami said ‘Go into the world again, and learn it.’
So the first lesson on the Spiritual path is friendship. It teaches us sincerity, gratitude,
sympathy, tenderness, appreciation – all things that we can learn in the world. But then
there is the friendship of a beloved being – a habib, which is the Sufi word for friend.
This is one of the names we use for the Spirit of Guidance.
We sing a beautiful prayer at special times, and it brings many of us, especially those
who are Muslims to tears.
Ya Nabi Salam Alayka
Ya Rasoul Salam Alayka
Ya Habib Salam Alayka
Salawat Salam Alayka.

Oh Prophet Peace be upon you
Oh Messenger Peace be upon you
Oh Beloved Friend Peace be upon you
Bringer of Peace, Peace be upon you
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So here we see that the Friend – Habib is there among the Illuminated Souls.
In our prayer Salat we say:
O Messenger, Christ, Nabi, the Rasul of God!
Christ is one of the names for Prophet, Messenger and Friend, as are Nabi and Rasul.
Christ was the Friend of humanity, before whom the greatest of sinners was brought,
but the attitude of the Master was always friendly and forgiving.

It is continual forgiveness that helps friendship to endure. There is a story that when a
student was brought before Hazrat Inayat Khan for initiation, Hazrat’s companions told
him all the things which this person had done in the past that they did not like, but
Hazrat said “That was the past, now there is a new beginning.”
This means that as he is initiated, he will always have a ‘Friend’ with him. He will
himself be a friend. Our Teacher becomes our Friend. Then when we have our Friend
constantly with us, we would not do the things that we might have done before.
And in the Salat prayer we say:
Allow us to recognise Thee in all Thy holy names and forms;
as Rama, as Krishna, as Shiva, as Buddha.
Let us know Thee as Abraham, as Solomon, as Zarathustra,
as Moses, as Jesus, as Mohammad, and in many other names and forms,
known and unknown to the world.
Our Pir-o-Murshid, Hidayat Inayat Khan suggested to us that when we say this part of
the prayer that we imagine or visualise each of the Messengers that we are naming
standing before us, and bow to him. This makes it alive. We name and recognise the
Messenger. And all the great beings known and unknown to the world are honoured.
This is true multifaith isn’t it?
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Each great soul or Spirit of Guidance can be looked on as the inspiring and helpful
Friend. How wonderful it is to have a relationship with the Divine, the Spirit of
Guidance as a loving Friend. It brings us closer to the Friend and makes our
relationship personal. We can talk with the Friend.
Sufis have many teaching tales about Moses and here is one of my favourites:
Moses once begged God to come to his humble abode and break bread at his table.
God said he would come with great pleasure. Moses prepared a great feast and waited
eagerly for God to come.
There happened to pass by his door a beggar who said to Moses, ‘Moses, I am ill and
weary, and I have had no food for three days and I am on the point of death. Pray give
me slice of bread and save my life.’

Moses, in his eagerness, expecting at every moment a visit from God, said to the
beggar, ‘Wait, you shall have more than a slice of bread, plentiful and delicious dishes. I
will give you all that is left, when my visitor has gone.’
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The man went away. Time passed and God did not come. Moses was disappointed.
Moses went to Mt Sanai next day and said to God ‘I know that you do not break your
promises, but what sin have I done that You did not come as you promised?’
God said to Moses ‘We came, O Moses but you did not recognise Us. Who was the
beggar at your door? Was he other than We? It is We who in all guises live and move in
the world.’
When we care for and feed the poor, the homeless, the refugees, our neighbours during
this lockdown, we are all doing it for God.
In Exodus 33 we are told that Moses talked with God face to face as a man speaks to a
friend. The Lord communicated with him directly. Moses was unique among the
prophets to do that. Although Enoch was said to walk with God until he was no more.
To my mind the first mystic, but it was Moses who talked with God as a friend.
This is extraordinary. Moses has conversations with God and asks for guidance. Argues
with God and makes demands. What I find very moving is that God says to Moses ‘I
know you by name and you have found favour with me’.

When we are named, we are known. When we are initiated or baptised we are given a
name! It is even so with animals and even birds. There is a galah, among many who
come to visit our bird feeder. He has very large eyes, so I have called him Big Eyes.
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Now that he is known to me, and I have named him, he somehow knows this. He is the
only galah who comes to the kitchen window and knocks. He comes with his mate and
they simply sit. When I was outside doing my practices, he put his head under his wings
and goes to sleep. So all creatures recognise something in us and can be friends, dogs
and cats are obvious examples, but we see pictures of beautiful friendships among
creatures which normally would be enemies.

In the Bhagavad-Gita, the Lord Krishna says ‘I am the goal, the sustainer, the master,
the witness, the abode, the refuge and the most dear friend. I am the creation and the
annihilation, the basis of everything, the resting place and the eternal seed.’
What more can I say? Krishna is another name for the One, who is everything. It is
really profound. We see Krishna as our beloved friend. There is something very joyful
and happy about being with Krishna, like the Gopis, the intimate friends of Krishna.
We see Krishna in our Beloved.
In the Gathas of Zarathushtra there is a story of the marriage of his youngest
daughter, where she is requested to commune with her future husband whom Ahura
Mazda has given to her as a constant companion of ‘the Good Mind’, Truth and
Wisdom. This is a sacred marriage and a sacramental bond. It is the friendship of
marriage.
We always have this Beloved Friend with us, we have conversations with our Friend,
receive answers to questions, answers which are sometimes surprising and funny.
Friendship is understanding without words. Understanding is a gift from God, without
it there is no friendship. We must not desire anything from a friendship, we must not
want appreciation, love or favour. It is not a transaction and we cannot make deals with
God or the Friend.
There is a story about Moses who was on his way to Mt Sinai. On his way he met a very
pious person, who said to him, ‘Moses, speak to God of me. All my life I have been
pious, I have been virtuous. I have prayed to God; and I have nothing but troubles and
misfortunes.’
A little later Moses met a man sitting in the street with a bottle of liquor. He called out:
‘Moses! Where are you going?’
‘To Mt Sinai.’
‘To Mt Sinai? Then speak to God of me,’ for he was drunk.
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Moses went to Mt Sinai and told God of the pious person whom he had met.
God said: ‘For him there is a place in heaven.’
Then he told God of the drunken man whom he had met. God said: ‘He shall be sent
to the worst possible place in hell.’
Moses went away and first met the drunken man. He told him: ‘God says you shall be
sent to the worst possible place in hell.’
The man said, ‘God spoke of me?’ And he was so overjoyed that he could not contain
himself and began to dance, just as a poor man might be overjoyed if he heard that a
king had spoken of him, even if the king had said nothing good of him. Then he said
‘How happy should I be that He, the Creator and Sovereign of the universe, knows me,
the great sinner.’
Then Moses told the pious person what God had said. He said: ‘Why not? I have spent
all my life in the worship of God and in piety, sacrificing all else in life, and therefore I
am entitled to have it.’
Both the pious person and the drunkard died, and Moses was curious to know what had
become of them. He went to Mt Sinai and asked God.
God said: ‘ The pious person is in hell, and the drunken man is in heaven.’
Moses thought: ‘Does God break his word?’
God said: ‘The drunkard’s joy on hearing that We had spoken of him, wiped out all his
sins. The pious person’s virtue was worthless. Why could he not be satisfied if We made
the sun shine and sent the rain?’
And the most important thing in a friendship is overlooking. Nobody is perfect, we all
have faults and shortcomings. If we overlook our friend’s shortcomings, then that friend
may well develop those qualities that he or she is lacking. This has been shown with
children. When we expect the best in them, they will live up to the expectation as they
want to please us.
It is not belief in God that leads us to our goal, it is the friendship of God.
It is the constancy of friendship, the sign of eternity, that is the meaning of friendship.
This is especially important right now. We need never feel alone and we can be a real
friend to ourselves and to others.
Peace and blessings upon you all,
Amen.
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You Are My Friend

A response from Nuria’s cousin Gigi Conot-Bensen after watching a recording of Nuria’s homily

In another uncanny happenstance - I didn't write this in my last message, but over the
last month I've been "hanging out" with two particular hummingbirds in two different
gardens. My motive in the beginning was to take pictures. But I realized very quickly that
in order to get photos of these fast moving birds, I had to really get to know them. I
had to learn where they perched, how long they would be away, which plants they liked
best. So I had to wait, and be very patient. And then something strange started to
happen. We became friends. I told this to Bert. I kept going to the gardens and being
away for a long time. He would ask why I was gone so long. I had this sense - the
hummingbirds and I would just sit together and I had the weird feeling that they actually
liked my company as much as I liked theirs. So now I go not just to take their pictures
but to sit with them to be with them, for their friendship!
In light of your homily, isn't that an odd synchronicity? Just like you and your galah?
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Emptiness and Form (Perturbations in the flow of time)
by Karim
In her book, The Taste of Hidden Things by Sara Sviri, a Naqshbandi student of Irina
Tweedie, in chapter 7 - The Colour of Water - I opened on this:
“The purpose behind the oscillation between the opposites, expansion and contraction,
is explained by Bhai Sahib (Irina Tweedie’s teacher) on a day when his disciple Mrs
Tweedie is experiencing happiness, when her ‘heart is full of such peace.’ He says:
According to the System, the Sishya (in Hindi – disciple) is constantly kept between the
opposites, ups and downs; it creates the friction necessary to cause suffering which will
defeat the Mind.”…
But the mapping of the heart’s journey [she continues] is only a means to an end. What
is the end? To point towards what is beyond all states and colours, towards a state which
is a non-state, towards a colour which is a non-colour. …

The mystic passes away from what belongs to himself, and persists through what
belongs to God …When ‘centred’ he is also ‘dispersed’…. He is ‘absent’, and
‘intoxicated’ because his power of discrimination has passed away, and in this sense all
things become one to him.’ *
(*Al Kalabadhi, ‘The Doctrine of the Sufis’. Trans. A J Arberry, pp126-7) [Quoted in Ibid, p155]
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This swinging from state to state may be a good sign, but the reality of living it is not so
easily done. In other words, the states, while they are still states, (therefore passing) are
yet states and therefore are felt, lived, moment by moment, with all the difficulties that
this presents. However, reading further we find potentially both solace and hope; solace
that we are not going crazy; hope because we see that the efforts to expose the Real,
that which underlies these swinging states of being, “Truth” if you will - is going well.
If all is God (by whatever colour we ‘see’ Him/him) then the manifestation of the
Name/Names represent this colour as our ‘world’/ that which ‘we’ experience in our
lives.
Later in the same chapter, Sviri quotes both her teacher (Tweedie) and her teacher’s
teacher (Bhai Sahib) when she says:
“There is nothing but nothingness.”
And from the Conference of the Birds (Attar) she quotes:
“Made one with his Beloved he became
The Nothingness of an extinguished flame.
True pilgrims fathom, even as they fight
The passion of annihilation’s night.”
She continues:
“… In this dimension all colours disappear, all mystical experiences cease,
everything ceases. This is very difficult to accept. It is perhaps the greatest demand that
the mystical path claims of the wayfarer, the greatest paradox, that cannot be reconciled,
because this non-state, the ultimate state of merging in Nothingness, is meant to take
place in the midst of life, within all the colours, shapes, and moods which life presents.
It is in the midst of life that the seeker encounters that place in himself where the two
planes of existence meet…” This meeting point as we saw, is traditionally described as
‘the meeting of the two seas’ … Here at this inner meeting point, the sincere seeker will
find Khidr the eternal guide. (ibid p 160)
Looking at this from another tradition is helpful. In his book Seeing that Frees (on the
notions of the ultimate, pp 410-11) Rob Burbea, a Buddhist meditation teacher of
Vipassana meditation, wrote the following:
“…the ultimate is not devoid of appearances. Nor can it be limited to a merely
conceptual understanding of emptiness. That understanding has been absorbed and
penetrated to realise the ultimate truth of things, beyond all concepts.
Very much related to the insights and explorations of the last chapter, Beyond the
Beyond, this approach of defining the ultimate from the perspective of a Buddha’s
gnosis may be converted into a skilful way of looking.
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Rongzom Chozang wrote:
“All apparent phenomena are just delusion. Moreover, there is no freedom from
delusion to be achieved by dispelling delusion. But because the nature of delusion is
totally pure it has the nature of enlightenment. All phenomena are in this way primordially in
the state of enlightenment. All defilements are empty, we have found, including ignorance.
And realising that ignorance is empty enables us to view a world of empty and magical
appearances whose essential nature is not different from nirvana. Moreover, these
appearances are not separate from the mind that knows them; and this mind, or
awareness, is empty too. Although the teaching of the voidness of mind might be
grasped at in order to dismiss a reifying elevation of the mind or awareness, in practice
realising the empty nature of mind actually opens up a profound sense of its mystical
nature. There is knowing, but it is void of inherent existence without a real centre, and not
ultimately of time. Being empty, it is essentially free and its nature is beyond all
conception”

What are we but ‘perturbations in the flow of time!’ This meeting of the two seas – the
Barzakh, the home of Khidr (wisdom) – is the no-place that one can stand on ‘the shores
of the infinite’ and comprehend it all. It is neither personal nor impersonal; it is what it
is, but those who have been ‘there’ know what it is and that it ‘exists,’ is Real.
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This is how and where Moses sought out Khidr and having found him and not
comprehending what he saw tried to bring time and all its variegations to bear on what
he was witnessing. That he ‘failed’ at this attempt to witness to, and comprehend the
infinity of time and what it wrought is hardly surprising for there is no ‘going back’
when one enters this no-place place. To go back is to fall from wisdom to foolishness
and that is where most of us are, for that which is dispelled thus reforms again and
again and again, such is this flow of things. That it can be/is otherwise in reality is
witnessed to again and again by those daring wayfarers prepared to risk this
confrontation of time with timelessness, to discover the truth of what is. In a sense we
have no choice here for we are – what we are – is/ are these perturbations in the flow
of time – we cannot step out to contemplate this other than to create more ‘pots’ that
must eventually be broken on this wheel of things, but therein lies both the joy and
horror of it all!

Emptiness and form
Above we began to look a little at a subject I have been contemplating for some time
now – the ‘emptiness of emptiness’ itself. At first blush it strikes one as a kind of
meaningless wordplay (somewhat akin to my blog title Tracks in a Pathless Land) a
tautology perhaps without substance. But this, as Rob Burbea makes clear, couldn’t be
further from the truth. Like its kindred spirit (beyond the beyond) it points to
something that we might otherwise miss, in this long journey back to where it all began,
this ‘knot’ in the fabric of time, because it points to a place which is no-place, just in
case we think emptiness itself might be some-thing, a place to step out of this timelesstime and build (or attempt to build) our empires of self and other, somewhat akin to
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stepping out of the river to establish a point from which to observe the flow when that
which is is none-other than flow (or movement). Thus this ‘riverbank dweller’ is part of
the problem, not the solution. What Rob Burbea, however, says, is that,
“There is a knowing but it is void of inherent existence, without a real centre, and not
ultimately ‘of time’. Being empty, it is essentially free and its nature is beyond all
conception.” (my emphasis)
What we seek is to find the knower in this knowing, whereas Bhai Sahib says,
“There is nothing but Nothingness.”

How are we to comprehend this, this Nothingness then?
The answer is short but to the point: we can’t because it is non-conceptual; being
devoid of all ‘properties’ on which to hang one’s hat, there is literally no-where to
stand – no riverbank to climb out onto to make such a stand.
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Yet, there it is. We – including Rob Burbea and Bhai Sahib et al have just spent time and
effort to establish just such a toehold of conceptual reasoning. Even the Buddha
himself by this process was nothing other than flow or movement (or change if you
prefer). Yet his followers despite his expressed wishes, built stupas to honour (and
remember) him by. For what? Because we as a species have always attempted such a
knowing (of where we are, what we are, where we came from, and to where we are
heading). In all of this there is a kind of clinging, a deep desire for continuity – not in
some abstract sense- but one grounded in this very self that looks through these very
eyes, and senses the world (and the universe) beyond/outside of self. This is the akasha
we attempt to construct, the amphora we mould to contain this ‘knowing’- smash the
pot and there is nothing there – yet (as we have just been shown by all the above) there
it is: we must at some level attempt this in order to satisfy this inner desire or drive to
build something, make something, cling to some-thing which proves that we once were!
Once again we look to step outside to catch a glimpse of that which is within; as the
names of God should have taught us, perhaps, these qualities that we seek in order to
‘know’ God, the One, Buddha nature or whatever conceptual framework we attempt to
superimpose or construct on the ‘nature of what is’ are never able to hold this knowing,
for it is, itself, in a sense, empty or ‘void of inherent existence’. As Ibn Arabi says, also
(but there is an important caveat herein), the Names are not God, but neither are they
separate from God. They are [however] the qualities of God.
So, once again to restate this point, it is possible to know something of this otherness that we are
ourselves formed from (or by) but it is impossible to know everything about it (thereby
becoming God). But with the caveat goes a catch for- in order to know something (or
indeed anything) of this process- we must cease to be! We cannot step out of the river
whilst at the same time knowing the river (for ‘we’ are not separate from that). There is ‘nothing’ to find here for this has always, in reality, been the case. Elsewhere I have spoken
of ‘opening the Word’ (of God) from the inside as it were. This is also what that means.
One cannot/does not attempt to stand back and observe this process unfold, because –
in order for it to unfold the separateness of observer/observed must cease. This meaning lies
beyond ‘process’ or clever tricks of the mind, for it is reality revealing itself to itself, and
is void of ‘thingness’. It is what it is. The only difference is flow – is it a final flood,
which washes us away with it- or is it a momentary slippage (down the muddy
conceptual bank)? Are we touched by the flame, merely scorched a little at the edges of
our being, or does the flame consume us, annihilating us, thus consigning us to mere
‘ash on an old man’s sleeve’ as TS Eliot would have it!
Ash on an old man’s sleeve
Is all the ash the burnt roses leave
Dust in the air suspended
Marks the place where a story ended.
(In, Four Quartets. ‘Little Gidding’)
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I apologise to T. S. Eliot and his admirers (of whom I am one) for using these words
in a way not intended in his poem, but they make they do make the point I intended,
better than I could myself, for I am led to recall an event some eleven or so years ago
now when I was ‘recovering’ from my ‘Castle in the Desert’ dream/experience at the
Coorong in South Australia. My son rang me to ask when I was arriving in Adelaide
(I was travelling from interstate and had detoured prior to arrival to spend a night
camping there alone). The call disturbed my idyll wherein I was attempting to end
this ‘self ’ - consigning (both figuratively and actually) the final remains of last night’s
‘fire’ to the small flickering flame, so as to leave ‘nothing but burnt ash’ to mark my
passing. His call interrupted this process and I was forced by circumstances to
hurriedly pack-up my tent and gather together my things and leave (before it was
‘done’).
In Australia, it is not ‘done’ to leave a fire still burning (or even smouldering) when
leaving a camp site in the Bush, so I had to put out my (now actual) fire.
I struggled inwardly with this for a few moments before following this Bush lore.
Although I lamented this for long thereafter, this is life, not the conceptual
‘otherwise’ one might wish to interpose!
Not a flood then, just a trip down a muddy riverbank.
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